sort out of these confl icts-which might be thought of as political transactions costs-helped give long-term credibility to Britain's transportation revolution, but they also added to the cost of getting charters.
Differences in political institutions were another key factor. The United States had an active democratic political system where a large percentage of white males could vote. Disgruntled constituents denied a corporate charter could vent their frustrations at the next election. Indeed, they often voiced their opposition to corporations that they perceived as "monopolists" or as "privileged." Approval of turnpikes, toll bridges, and other transportation corporations soon became routine legislative business. Larger corporations such as railroads generated more substantial controversy, but the democratic political culture in the United States allowed different groups and localities to successfully pursue charters for "their" railroads.
British politics were far less democratic. Voting was restricted to a smaller percentage of males and seats in the House of Commons were often uncontested. Moreover, elections were rarely swayed by populist rhetoric that corporations represented monopoly and privilege. Popular uprisings against transport authorities did occur, but they were exceptional compared to the United States.
Political decentralization was also relevant to chartering regimes in the United States and United Kingdom. The British Parliament issued all charters in England, Wales, and Scotland. Facing no domestic political competition, it could charge promoters dearly for its blessing without fearing a substantial loss of economic activity to neighboring jurisdictions. U.S. state governments, on the other hand, faced a competitive environment that worked to dissipate rents. Failure to improve transportation might result in the loss of commerce and population to other states, thus encouraging state legislators to facilitate local projects. In support of this view, we show that the British and Irish Parliament facilitated the passage of acts in their competing counties relatively more before 1801, when the Irish Parliament lost its independent authority to issue charters. Qualitative evidence also indicates that greater decentralization in the United States facilitated transport acts in areas where economic competition was greatest.
An important general point of our story was the ultimate success of both the United States and Britain. Each nation had enough fl exibility to tailor corporate institutions to fi t their differing economies. The more open chartering environment in the United States helped a relatively sparsely populated country rapidly develop, leading to what one scholar has described as a remarkable "release of energy." It is not clear, however, that the same permissive system would have worked equally well in the United Kingdom. We conclude with a brief assessment of the costs and benefi ts of decentralized, open chartering in the United States with the greater centralization and somewhat less open system in Britain.
Background
In both the United Kingdom and the United States, improving transportation involved creating organizations that relied heavily on private capital. Local governments in each nation possessed neither the revenue streams nor the administrative ability to improve long-distance transportation routes. A locality that wanted to improve a road or a river in its jurisdiction faced a pronounced coordination problem-if adjoining towns failed to keep up the road or river, the effort of any single town or parish would largely be wasted. There was strikingly little enthusiasm in either Britain or the United States for creating centralized government bureaucracies powerful enough to improve roads, clear rivers, or construct canals. 4 Instead, both nations established private and quasi-private organizations to build projects such as turnpike roads, toll bridges, and river improvements. The U.K. Parliament authorized trusts, which had the power to issue bonds and collect tolls, to oversee turnpike construction and operation. Other British transportation improvements, such as canals and railways, organized themselves as joint-stock companies or corporations that could issue equity or debt. The corporate form was especially popular in the United States, where state legislatures chartered most turnpikes, toll bridges, and river improvements as corporations. States sometimes chartered U.S. canals as corporations as well, but the governments of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and several other states owned and operated large-scale canal systems. 5 The profusion of different organizational types-private corporations, mixed enterprises, and outright state ownership-refl ects the degree to which decentralization allowed states to experiment with different organizational forms.
Even when organized as private corporations, most of the transportation organizations involved a complex mix of private initiative and public authority that often defi ed our modern dichotomy of private and public. While the trusts and corporations allowed groups of private individuals to raise capital, governments in Britain and the United States made clear that such organizations depended upon government authority for their existence. Theoretically, transportation organizations acted as agents of the state, which gave Parliament and U.S. state governments authority to heavily regulate these organizations. As befi tting the public nature of transportation trusts and corporations, British and U.S. state governments approved specifi c routes, detailed procedures for resolving eminent domain disputes, and instituted complex regulations governing tolls and fees. Political and judicial authorities in both Britain and the United States saw transportation 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 6. Individual companies might have had corruption among corporate officers-say a treasurer or president using company funds for their own personal use-but that is far different than legislators taking bribes for charters.
improvements, even when improved via private capital, as a public affair that demanded regulatory oversight.
The Low Price of Transport Charters in the United States
In the United States, it was surprisingly easy to secure legislative permission for a transportation project. We focus on Middle Atlantic states (New York, New Jersey, Maryland, and Pennsylvania) plus the relatively new state of Ohio. The economies of these states-containing a mix of farming, manufacturing, and commerce-resembled the United Kingdom far more than the slave states or newly settled states in the West. Readily available data for these states shows that the number of charters for turnpikes, toll bridges, canals, and railroads is astounding (see table 6.1). These fi ve states chartered more than a total of 1,800 companies between 1800 and 1840. The 1810s and the 1830s stand out as particularly signifi cant; these two decades saw rapid growth that eventually ended in fi nancial panic and recession. New York led in the absolute number of charters, and was well ahead in per capita terms until the number of corporate charters had trouble keeping pace with the state's tremendous population growth. Ohio, settled by Americans for less than a generation, was the per capita leader in the 1830s. Charters for U.S. transportation companies seemed cheap and easy to secure.
The corporate charters themselves bear out this point. States rarely (if ever) charged companies for the privilege of incorporation. The secondary literature on turnpikes and toll bridges-as well as a review of a sample of charters-reveals that legislatures did not even bother to assess modest administrative fees for transportation charters. The absence of such fees is striking. In Pennsylvania, for example, the state legislature required a corporation to sell a certain percentage of its stock before it could begin operations. To insure these requirements were met, the incorporators often had to send the governor a list of initial share subscribers. Such a process afforded the state government a perfect opportunity to collect fees in addition to the names of initial stockholders, but the legislature failed to do so.
Perhaps it is possible that individual members of the legislature-as opposed to the legislature as an institution-collected fees via bribes. The secondary literature does not associate charters for early transportation with widespread legislative corruption, but then again neither incorporators nor the legislators had any incentive to leave behind a readily visible paper trail.
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One important fact, however, militates against the story of widespread (but hidden) bribery: most of the transportation corporations chartered in the United States did not become operating concerns. In New York, for ex-1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 7. Klein and Majewski (1992, 482) . 8. To cite but one example: The Rivanna Navigation Company, a rather small company located in central Virginia, had its charter changed numerous times. See Majewski (2000, 88-97). ample, only about one-third of chartered turnpikes actually built enough roadway to justify a toll gate.
7 Many projects, moreover, received multiple charters. When a company failed to sell a certain percentage of its stock before beginning operations, they sometimes went back to the legislature and asked for a new charter, perhaps with modifi cations to the route that might help attract new investors.
8 Such behavior suggests that corporate charters were sufficiently inexpensive that organizers secured their charter fi rst and worried about viability later.
To say that corporate charters were inexpensive is not to say that they were free. Lobbying the legislature for a corporate charter took time and effort. Typically, organizers of a given project initiated a series of organizational meetings-usually advertised in local newspapers-and collected signatures for petitions. Organizers then incorporated these petitions to the state legislature, setting into motion the incorporation process. As the articles of incorporation made their way from committee to a general legislative vote, substantial political opposition might arise. A rival locality could oppose the bill, as might some local residents who resented paying tolls for a local road, bridge, or river improvement. Such opposition was particularly signifi cant in the 1790s when the corporate form was relatively new and untested, but it tended to dissipate after 1800. Local travelers won signifi cant toll exemp- Bogart and Richardson (2006) . 10. Some acts in the second category simply extended the term of a transport authority. For example, a turnpike trust often obtained a renewal act after their original authority expired in twenty-one years.
11. The data on railroad miles in Britain and the United States comes from Mitchell (1988). tions that muted opposition, and state legislatures often adopted logrolling schemes that made it difficult for one locality to block the improvements of another.
The British Parliament: Charging for Corporations
How did the chartering regime differ in the United Kingdom? Data on the clerical summaries of all acts affecting local roads, bridges, canals, and railways can illuminate the patterns. 9 The clerical summaries identify acts creating authorities to improve transport and acts authorizing an existing trust or joint-stock company to undertake new projects or improvements. For the purposes of comparison we counted original acts creating new transport authorities along with acts that authorized more projects for an existing transport organization because U.S. charters contained similar information. Table 6 .2 shows the number of turnpike, bridge, canal, and railway improvement acts in absolute and per capita terms for various subperiods from 1800 to 1839. The data cover the regions of England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland with a combined land area of 121,124 square miles. For comparison, table 6.3 shows the number of turnpike, bridge, canal, and railroad charters in Ohio, New Jersey, Maryland, New York, and Pennsylvania for all years between 1800 and 1839. The combined land area of these fi ve states is 150,167 square miles. During the nineteenth century there were far fewer acts per capita in the United Kingdom than charters per capita in the U.S. states we examine. Even if all the transport improvement acts in the eighteenth century were added to the U.K. total, it would still come to around 40 percent fewer transport improvement acts per 10,000 residents than the U.S. states analyzed above.
Comparing railroad charters is particularly illuminating because this technology evolved in both countries at roughly the same time. Ohio, New Jersey, Maryland, New York, and Pennsylvania together had far more railroad charters per capita than the United Kingdom by 1840-in fact, nearly ten times as many. The higher number of acts translated into a higher number of railroad miles per capita. By 1840 the United States had 1.65 railroad miles per 10,000 residents. The United Kingdom had 0.69 railroad miles per 10,000 residents. Lindert and Williamson (1983, 4). all the fees and guided their bill through Parliament. The fees include payments to officers in the Commons and Lords as well as other expenses. Table  6 .4 reports the bills paid to solicitors and agents for a sample of transport acts from 1825 to 1833. The average solicitors' or agents' bill was £505 or $2,405. For comparison, annual incomes for white-collar workers in Britain were between £175 and £500 in the 1820s. Manufacturing workers earned between £60 and £80 per year in the same period.
12 Thus, the fees for charters were well beyond the means of most individuals.
The evidence suggests that the high price of acts in Britain encouraged promoters to select projects that were more likely to be completed. Table   Table 6 13. The percentage of canal acts that were implemented can be estimated using the detailed histories put together by Jim Shead (2008) and Joseph Priestley (1831).
6.5 shows the completion history for a sample of canal projects identifi ed from a 10 percent random sample of canal acts. 13 The vast majority of canal projects authorized by acts were implemented within fi ve years. Only two (or 10 percent) were never completed. The percentage of turnpike acts that were implemented can be estimated by the number of trusts that obtained renewal acts after twenty-one years. Since renewal acts were expensive, they would only be sought if the trust was still in operation. Table 6 .6 shows that among all trusts created before 1729, only 7 percent failed to obtain a renewal act before their term expired. Unlike the U.S. states, the vast majority of projects that Parliament authorized were actually completed.
The Role of Urbanization
Urbanization contributed to the differences in chartering regimes by affecting the profi tability of transport projects and the transaction costs of implementing projects. We begin by analyzing the link between urbanization, profi tability, and the willingness to pay for charters.
Although formally organized as for-profi t corporations, most U.S. companies paid little in the way of direct profi ts (dividends and stock appreciation). This was especially true of turnpikes, which typically generated just enough revenue to pay for operating expenses. In 1825, the Pennsylvania state government (which invested heavily in transportation companies) held just over $1.8 million in turnpike stock, yet received only $540 in dividend Wright (2002, 155) . 15. Klein and Majewski (1992, 499) .
payments-a rate of return of far less than 1 percent. Not surprisingly, there was little in the way of a secondary market for these unprofi table stocks. In 1817, Biddle and Company of Philadelphia, one of the nation's biggest securities brokers, traded a grand total of 118 shares in transportation companies in 1817, a tiny fraction of the 71,369 total shares that the company handled. 14 In Virginia, an 1847 government report declared that stock of the state's turnpike and navigation companies "had no public value." No systematic data exists for other states, but observers frequently noted that turnpike stock was unprofi table. Speaking of New York's turnpikes, DeWitt Bloodgood noted in 1838 that, "Generally they have never remunerated their proprietors, nor paid much more than the expense of their actual repairs."
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Even in New England, where high population densities resulted in more Taylor (1934, 266) . 17. It was also far easier for bridges to collect tolls. Unlike turnpikes, toll bridges did not have to worry about informal "shunpikes" skirting around toll gates.
traffic and more revenue, turnpikes made little money. According to one historian, "it is doubtful whether more than fi ve or six [New England's turnpikes] paid their proprietors even reasonably well." 16 Other types of early U.S. corporations generated more direct profi ts, but not much more. Table 6 .7 summarizes the share prices in Pennsylvania, when the state government tried to auction off its stock in various improvements in 1842. Turnpike stock sold for an average of $3.35 per share, well below the initial par value (what investors initially paid for each share) of $50 to $100. What's more, the state found it impossible to auction off thousands of other turnpike shares-no buyers could be found at any price. The profi tability of toll bridges was better, as they sometimes held quasi-monopoly status in large urban areas divided by rivers. 17 The state auctioned its toll bridge stock for $9.66 per share, which still represented a steep loss for shares that it initially paid $25 to $100 apiece. The same pattern held true of navigation and canal companies-the state managed to unload most of its shares, but at a substantial loss.
It is more difficult to fi nd comprehensive data on the profi tability of early U.S. railroads. Railroads would eventually pay far higher dividends than other improvements, but it took several years for them to generate revenues and profi ts. Most of the railroads chartered in the 1830s were hit particularly hard by the Panic of 1837, which depressed revenues and profi tability. The shares of three companies sold by the state of Pennsylvania-which fetched the rock-bottom price of $2.37 per share-refl ected the rather dire shortterm outlook for railroad stocks. Duckham (1983, 123) and Ward (1974) . 19. Albert (1972) . 20. Charity commission records report the prices paid for assets by charities in England from the 1500s to the early 1900s. The prices of turnpike bonds were often purchased or sold at prices around £25 or £50, which was their usual denomination. See Clark (1998) for more details on the source.
The poor profi tability of early U.S. transportation companies (at least from the standpoint of direct returns) stands in sharp contrast to their British counterparts. The dividends paid by joint-stock canal companies have been extensively studied in the literature. Duckham summarizes the results of an 1825 report by the Quarterly Review on the dividends of eighty canal companies. 18 The average divided equaled 5.7 percent of total capital. Studying the average is somewhat misleading because some canal companies paid very large dividends and most others paid less than 4 percent. Nevertheless, the fact that U.K. canal companies paid some dividends stands in stark contrast to the U.S. case. U.K. turnpike authorities did not issue shares, but they issued bonds secured on the income of the tolls. How well did these bonds pay? Albert has argued that a large percentage of trusts in 1821 and 1837 were in adverse fi nancial condition. 19 Many trusts (more than half), nevertheless, regularly paid interest on their bonds. Charity Commission records also suggest that turnpike bonds were not being traded at a heavy discount like U.S. turnpike shares.
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Underlying population densities are surely one reason why British transportation organizations generated direct returns for investors while U.S. companies did not. Figure 6 .1 compares British population densities with those of the Middle Atlantic states and Ohio. The differences were striking. British population densities in 1800 were some fi ve to fi fteen times higher than the various U.S. states; by 1840, British population density was still fi ve times greater than that of the United States. The differences in population density resulted in a far larger urban population. In 1801, the proportion of British residents living in cities of at least 5,000 was 25 percent. More people lived in London (900,000) than all U.S. residents in census-defi ned Mitchell (1988 Mitchell ( , 25), (1998 . U.S. Bureau of the Census (1998b).
urban areas (322,371). 21 America's urban population and manufacturing output would expand dramatically over the next three decades, but even in 1830 London's 1.9 million residents surpassed the 1.3 million persons living in all U.S. cities. 22 British transportation improvements could rely on more people-and hence great economic activity-to generate more revenue for each mile of turnpike, canal, or railroad. No wonder that few U.S. companies could hope for even minimal direct profi ts, while British companies typically rewarded investors well.
The fi nancial difficulties of U.S. transport authorities lessened the incentives for U.S. legislatures to extract fees for their charters. The demand for charters in the rural United States was effectively elastic. Higher fees would have resulted in far fewer charters. Even in the case of railroads, where construction costs were far higher, greater fees could discourage marginal projects. In urban Britain, Parliament could charge higher fees for acts. Demand was less elastic because the fi nancial prospects were far brighter.
Differences in demand elasticity suggest one straightforward explanation for the differences in chartering between the United States and Britain. 
S. States
Sources: Mitchell (1988 Mitchell ( , 1998 Assuming that Parliament acted as a monopolist, it would set the fees at the point where the marginal revenue from acts equaled the marginal cost. At this fee level, some promoters would not petition for acts because they had a low willingness to pay. Parliament did not mind the loss in revenues from the marginal project because it was more than compensated by the higher fees charged to other petitioners willing to pay for the act. In the United States, monopolistic state legislatures had greater difficulty extracting rents because more promoters would have exited the market if fees were raised to the British level. By undermining profi ts, low population density reduced the profi t-maximizing fee in the United States.
The pure rent-extraction hypothesis has some qualitative support in the data. For example, promoters often complained about the fees charged by Parliament and the resulting erosion of their profi ts.
23 However, simply having the ability to charge higher fees does not necessarily account for why Parliament charged so much more for transportation charters. The higher fees in the United Kingdom also refl ected the expenses incurred in convincing members of Parliament (henceforth MPs) of a project's merits and in negotiating with opposition groups. This view is suggested by the relatively small proportion of total costs directly charged by Parliament. Promoters were required to pay fees to clerks in the Commons and Lords, who drafted the legal documents and ensured that MPs received copies of the bills. The fees paid to clerks were generally smaller than the fees paid to solicitors and parliamentary agents who were not employed by Parliament.
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Solicitors and agents handled a variety of tasks for promoters and were especially important when bills were opposed. In such cases, committee proceedings in Parliament resembled a courtroom. Expert witnesses were selected by each side and were examined and cross-examined by MPs. The Birmingham to Worcester canal bill in 1791 provides an illustrative example. It was opposed by a rival canal company, by mill owners and landowners along the route, merchants in neighboring cities who feared trade diversion, and a segment of the manufacturing community in Birmingham who feared higher prices for coal once it was exported.
25 Seventeen witnesses were examined resulting in a lengthy proceeding. Solicitors of agents helped to organize the witnesses who were favorable to the project. Behind the scenes the solicitors were also involved in negotiation with opposition groups. The act for the Birmingham and Worcester canal, for example, contained a clause prohibiting the company from building close to its rival Gordon (1832, 35) . 28. Coffman and Gregson (1998, 191-204) ; Craig, Palmquist, and Weiss (1998, 173-189) ; Majewski (2000, 28-32) ; Wallis (2003, 238-244) .
29. Klein (1990); Majewski (1996) .
canal and even required they provide compensation in the event their rival's profi ts fell.
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The time and resources required to argue against opponents' claims were "political transaction" costs. Transaction costs were higher in Britain than the United States because of its greater urbanization. Land is more valuable in urbanized societies, making rights-of-way problems more difficult. Opposition is also greater because more is invested in mills, coal mines, neighboring cities, and rival transport operators. U.K. transport charters were more expensive, in part, because it is costly to reorganize property rights in a highly urbanized society.
Developmental Aims and Inter-City Competition
The different chartering regime in the United States was driven by additional factors that were related to its frontier context and emerging urban structure. U.S. improvements promised substantial indirect benefi ts from higher property values. Many contemporary observers noted a strong relationship between transportation improvements and higher land values. Pennsylvania gazetteer Thomas F. Gordon reported in 1832 that, "None [of the turnpikes] have yielded profi table returns to the stockholders, but everyone feels that he has been repaid for his expenditures in the improved value lands, and the economy of business." 27 An article in the Poughkeepsie Journal urged residents to invest in the New Paltz Turnpike not because of dividend payments, "but from an expectation that the investment would be returned with treble interest, in the addition which would be made to business and the value of property." A number of scholarly studies confi rm such assessments; they have found that transportation improvements such as navigation companies and early railroads raised land values anywhere from 4 to 10 percent. Property owners living closest to the lines of improvement typically benefi ted the most.
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The combination of poor direct profi ts and high indirect returns made early U.S. transportation companies, to some degree, public goods. If many local landowners benefi ted from the improvements, then why buy unprofi table stock? Why not let neighbors buy shares that would quickly depreciate in value? Historians have documented how a vigorous spirit of civic boosterism-including rousing speeches, well-attended public meetings, and widespread publicity in local newspapers-helped to motivate local investment.
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Analysis of shareholder lists bolsters that interpretation. Investors tended to live near the improvement in question, which makes sense given that those 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 30. Hilt (2008, 664) . 31. Majewski (2006, 309). owning property closest to the project stood to gain the most. The distribution of shares tended to refl ect the distribution of property. The top 10 percent of investors (typically large local landowners and prominent merchants) owned around 40 percent of a given company's shares, while a large number of more modest investors purchased the rest. 30 In Pennsylvania, for example, the average holding of turnpike investors was around $200, while the median holding was $100. The large number of modest investors seemed to be spreading the pain of low-direct returns as widely as possible, while still contributing to a project that promised to deliver substantial indirect benefi ts.
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The strong developmental impetus of early U.S. corporations helps account for why state legislatures never attached fees for charters. U.S. transportation companies could ill afford additional costs, especially up-front costs that would have forced many local organizers to raise a substantial sum of capital even before formally organizing their company. Obtaining a corporate charter cheaply and easily allowed local organizers to gauge the depth of community sentiment and their ability to attract investment into what were essential nonprofi t enterprises that still promised signifi cant economic benefi ts to the community at large. That so many companies obtained charters, yet never built the actual project, suggests the underlying fragility of these enterprises. State governments had no incentive to see more fail, in part because individual legislators-who owned land in the localities they represented-had considerable incentive to speedily approve transportation corporations.
The more "open" urban hierarchy in the United States added to the boisterous booster spirit that animated early transportation companies. Commercial and urban growth, of course, would fuel capital gains resulting in urban real estate speculation. On the fl ip side, cities that failed to keep pace might suffer absolute declines in trade and population. Urban boosters exaggerated such fears, but an overwhelming amount of qualitative evidence indicates that civic leaders saw the race for commerce as a zero-sum game in which some cities would win while others would lose. On the national level, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore battled for commercial supremacy, while scores of small towns and cities sought to become preeminent within their own region or county. Civic leaders who feared losing population, wealth, and prestige to rival cities could hardly tolerate restrictive and expensive corporate-chartering policies. Urban rivalries, in fact, may have led to too much investment in transportation. The great success of New York's Erie Canal led Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond to try to emulate the Empire State's great success. The resulting state-fi nanced canals ultimately failed in their quest to redirect trade and saddled Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia with signifi cant debt. 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 32. Engerman and Sokoloff (2005, 906) . 33. Jupp (2006, 236) . 34. Jupp (2006, 236) . 35. Lindert (2000, 181, 188) .
The developmental impetus was also present in the United Kingdom, but it appears to have been weaker. The absence of strong boosterism suggests that transport improvements were viewed as complements to property values and urban status rather than a fundamental determinant of wealth and comparative advantage. The dominance of London in the British urban hierarchy is perhaps one reason. No British city envisioned that it would overtake the metropolis in terms of its economic and political functions. Philadelphia, Boston, and Richmond all had such ambitions vis-à-vis New York. Down the urban ladder there was more competition in the United Kingdom, like that between Bristol and Liverpool who both vied for leadership in the Atlantic trade, but there was no equivalent to the race to link the Eastern Seaboard with western areas in the United States.
The Role of Democracy
Thus far we have focused on economic differences. There were also, of course, signifi cant political differences, with the United States being more democratic than the United Kingdom. Although the various colonies had signifi cant restrictions on white male suffrage, states slowly began to relax these restrictions once the United States had won its independence. Taxbased qualifi cations, which were signifi cantly easier to meet, replaced property qualifi cations in many of the original states. New western states, eager to attract new migrants, generally adapted universal white manhood suffrage. Older states followed their lead. In 1840, 78 percent of all adult white males voted in the presidential election. 32 In Britain, the franchise was far more restricted. In 1774, the estimates are that 13.9 percent of adult males in England and Wales voted and in 1831 only 12.2 percent of adult males voted.
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Even that number does not fully capture the relative lack of democracy in Britain, as many parliamentary seats were simply given to members of prominent families or their political allies. In 1774, 18 percent of seats in the Commons were contested (i.e., more than two candidates ran for a two seat constituency); in 1818 the fi gure was the same.
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Not only was the United States more democratic, but its wealth was also distributed more equally than Britain's more hierarchal and aristocratic society. In 1810, the top 1 percent of British households owned almost 55 percent of marketable net worth, a fi gure that rose to 61 percent by 1875. For the United States, the top 1 percent in 1860 owned 29 percent of all assets. 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 36. Steckel and Moehling (2001, 167) . 37. Wallis (1999, 294-99) ; Wood (1992, 305-25) ; Majewski (2000, 85-110) . 38. Jupp (2006, 245). wealth owned by the top 1 percent of households in Massachusetts fl uctuated between the range of 20 to 33 percent between 1820 and 1860.
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The greater degree of democracy and economic equality in the United States made it more difficult to limit the availability of corporate charters. Aggrieved citizens denied corporate charters could use their power at the ballot box to make their voices heard. Those seeking corporate charters used a republican rhetoric suspicious of "privilege," "corruption," and "monopolists" to paint political opponents as "aristocrats" who used political power for individual gain. Such rhetoric was most indentifi ed with Jeffersonian Republicans and Jacksonian Democrats, but it could be used by any group who believed that they had been unfairly denied access to corporate charters. 37 Rather than risk the mobilization of potential political opponents, legislators found it expedient to issue new charters. Restricting access to charters became politically difficult. Local communities fl ooded the legislature with requests for charters and approval for turnpikes, toll bridges, and other local improvements became routine.
There is some quantitative evidence within the United States that greater democracy contributed to higher numbers of charters for transport improvement. Table 6 .8 shows the number of transport charters per capita in the 1820s and 1830s for fi ve U.S. states as well as the average percentage of males who voted in the presidential elections in the same decades. If greater democracy contributed to lower fees for acts or greater effort by politicians, then there should have been a higher increase in acts per capita from the 1820s to the 1830s in states where there was a greater increase in the percentage of males who voted. The bottom panel of table 6.8 shows that this was indeed the case. Ohio had the greatest increase in acts per capita and the greatest increase in the percentage of males who voted. Maryland had the lowest increase in acts per capita and it had the lowest increase in the percentage of males who voted. It is difficult to draw strong conclusions from this analysis because of the myriad of factors infl uencing relative chartering rates across U.S. states, but it is notable that the correlation between the change in transport charters per capita and the change in the percent voting was 0.78.
Conditions were quite different in Britain where democracy was more muted. The small proportion of males who voted has already been noted. Consistent with this fact, the general view among historians is that elections had little infl uence on economic policies in the early nineteenth century.
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This conclusion seems to apply to charters as well. In Britain the number of contested seats provides a local measure of democracy, as data on the number of males who voted in each county is lacking. If elections mattered in Britain, then one would expect a positive relationship between the number of transport charters and the number of contested seats in a county. This relationship can be tested using Thorne's data on contested elections in each county around 1800.
39 A simple regression analysis was performed using the number of road acts and the number of contested elections for all constituencies in each English county in two separate periods, 1790 to 1806 and 1807 to 1818. The results show that the change in the number of road acts between the 1790 to 1806 and 1807 to 1817 periods is insignifi cantly related to the change in contested elections over the same period after controlling for the change in population growth for the county from 1791 to 1801 and 1811 to 1821 (see table 6.9). The same result holds for canal acts over the same two periods. Thus a preliminary analysis of the data suggests little evidence linking electoral competition and transport acts in Britain. The difference with the United States is not surprising. In early nineteenth century Britain, there was a striking absence of the republican rhetoric focusing on privilege, corruption, and monopoly. A greater degree of democracy, it should be stressed, did not always lead to more open economic institutions. Some states restricted charters as part of a fi scal strategy of asset fi nance. Instead of levying taxes, state governments sometimes borrowed money to invest in enterprises that could generate large and steady rates of return. Investment in banks, which frequently generated healthy profi ts, was the most common strategy. States such as Pennsylvania essentially granted a few favored banks quasi-monopoly status in return for generous bonuses and grants of bank stock. Such practices smacked of giving privileges to favored insiders, but politicians aggressively defended such practices as a means of eliminating taxation. In Pennsylvania, the state derived 23 percent of its revenue from bank investments, which essentially allowed the state to forgo a property tax. 40 Such arrangements broke down in the late 1830s, when bank panics, falling land values, and declining economic activity put many asset fi nance states near the edge of bankruptcy.
Could transportation enterprises fulfi ll the same function as banks? New York's famously successful Erie Canal supplied most of the state's revenue for many years, and legislators were therefore leery of chartering railroads that might cut into its operating profi ts. New Jersey's Camden and Amboy Railroad and Delaware and Raritan Canal were even better examples. In 1830, the New Jersey legislature granted the two corporations (which became known as the Joint Companies) a monopoly on the immensely profi table traffic between New York City and Philadelphia. In return, the state received preferred shares and levied transit duties on goods and passengers. The Cadman (1949, 50-61) . 42. Quoted in Cadman (1949, 58) .
resulting revenue allowed the state to abolish the property tax and expand state support for public education.
41
New Jersey's unusual arrangement with the Joint Companies was clearly exceptional. The Joint Companies obviously benefi ted from New Jersey's peculiar geography. Lying between New York and Philadelphia, the Joint Companies monopolized a lucrative route to produce profi ts that most other transportation companies could not generate. Shippers and passengers residing in New York and Philadelphia-and not residents of New Jersey-suffered the most from the monopoly. In many ways, the monopoly was a crafty means of levying a tax on interstate commerce. Rival entrepreneurs, hoping to charter competing railroad companies, resented the Joint Companies' monopoly status, yet their pleas fell on deaf ears. The stockholders of the Joint Companies managed to align their own interests with the interests of the state's taxpayers and politicians. The state legislature, in fact, explicitly adopted the policy of "the principle of protection as means of revenue" in defending the monopoly.
42 New Jersey's Jacksonian Democrats, usually hostile to privilege, readily supported the state's arrangement as an antitax measure. Despite campaigns to end the monopoly, it persisted until 1870. The political insiders who controlled the Joint Companies certainly benefi ted from their legal monopoly, but with the public support.
The Role of Political Decentralization and Centralization
One reason why few states emulated New Jersey was the fear that people and commerce might relocate to another state. Pennsylvania, for example, viewed New York and Maryland as rivals in the race to attract trade from the newly settled West. Granting a legislative monopoly to a company or even restricting access to charters might ultimately result in the loss of new trade opportunities, stoking fears of economic and political decline relative to other states. In the United Kingdom regions also competed with one another, but there was a potentially important difference in how competition was mediated through the political system of each country. In the United States, state legislatures had the authority to issue charters for transport improvement in their state only. They could neither authorize nor prevent the authorization of projects in nearby states. By contrast, United Kingdom regions like England, Wales, and Scotland did not have the direct authority to pass transport acts. This right belonged to the British Parliament as a whole before 1801 and the U.K. Parliament after 1801 when Ireland was incorporated. Thus, in the United States several legislatures possessed monopolies on charters in their own territory, while in the United Kingdom only a single legislature held such power. 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L How did these differences in political structure infl uence transport acts or charters? One hypothesis is that U.S. state legislators did not charge higher fees because it would lead to a diversion of economic activity to other U.S. states, which would affect legislators' incomes adversely in the long run. In the United Kingdom, Parliament did not face the same cost because trade would be diverted to other areas in the United Kingdom that remained under its control. Parliament could therefore keep the fees high.
The effects of political structure are not easy to test. Ideally, one would like to observe the United States with one legislature or the United Kingdom with many regional parliaments. Irish unifi cation offers one such test case. Ireland had its own parliament before 1801, when it was unifi ed with Great Britain. The Irish Parliament was abolished and all acts relating to transport were passed in London through the U.K. Parliament. Prior to unifi cation, the Irish Parliament might have kept fees low to prevent trade from being diverted to competing areas like the northwestern coast of Wales and England and the southwestern coast of Scotland. The British Parliament would have been sensitive to similar considerations in these same counties that competed with those in Ireland. However, after unifi cation, the U.K. Parliament might have treated the competing regions the same as others because economic activity remained within the United Kingdom.
The preceding argument suggests that if the centralization of the U.K. Parliament mattered, then counties in Ireland, the northwestern coast of Wales and England, and the southwestern coast of Scotland should have had relatively fewer transport acts after unifi cation in 1801 than before when compared to all other counties in Britain. Table 6 .10 shows the number of road, canal, and harbor acts for each of the affected regions ten years before and after unifi cation in 1801. The same comparison is made twenty years before and after unifi cation to allow for a delayed response due to the Napoleonic Wars. The key comparison is between the treated counties (i.e., Ireland, the Welsh border, the Scottish border, and the English border) and the control counties (i.e., all other counties in Britain). There was a 57.3 percent drop in road acts in the treated counties between the 1790s and the 1800s, but in the control counties there was a 12.4 percent increase. The difference-in-difference in the percentage change was minus 69.7 percent. A similar set of results holds for canal acts that decreased in Ireland and the English border counties ten years after unifi cation. In the control group canal acts decreased as well, but the difference-in-difference shows that canal acts declined more in the treatment group of counties in Ireland, the Welsh border, the Scottish border, and the English border. For harbor acts the results are mixed. In the ten-year period before and after unifi cation harbor acts decreased more in the treatment counties, but in the twenty-year period before and after unifi cation harbor acts increased more in the treatment counties.
Overall, the calculations provide suggestive evidence that British and Irish 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 Sources: Bogart and Richardson (2006) . Hurst (1964, 3-32) .
Notes
MPs kept fees relatively low to facilitate transport acts in their respective counties that competed with one another before unifi cation in 1801. More broadly, the results suggest that the high degree of political centralization in the United Kingdom tended to impede transport charters. In terms of the United States, the analysis is generally consistent with the view that political decentralization contributed to the higher number of transport charters. The potent combination of competitive urban rivalries and political decentralization reinforced one another and contributed to liberal chartering policies.
Concluding Thoughts
The nineteenth century United States had a similar institutional framework as the United Kingdom because of its colonial heritage. In the arena of transport policy the United States followed the British model in issuing charters to private organizations for specifi c projects. The United Kingdom and the United States differ considerably, however, in how they implemented their chartering regimes. The United States adopted a lower cost and more open charter policy than the United Kingdom.
We suggest that a number of different factors led to this outcome. Differences in urbanization and urban structure were primary factors. In the United States, state legislatures could not charge high fees because the low level of urbanization reduced the profi tability of transport projects. The more open urban hierarchy and a highly competitive booster mentality also fueled the desire for cheap and readily available transportation charters. British companies, operating in a wealthier, more densely populated country, generated higher direct profi ts. British companies could more readily pay fees for charters. These fees might well have refl ected the high costs of achieving political consensus in a more densely populated countryside with a greater variety of confl icting interests. In a more negative light, the fees may also have represented a way for Parliament to enrich itself and its members. Differences in political institutions were also contributing factors. The more democratic and decentralized political system in the United States readily responded (with some notable exceptions related to asset fi nancing) to the demand for more charters. The more aristocratic and centralized political structure of Britain, on the other hand, created a more conservative chartering, which helped justify parliamentary fees.
In the end, what is the ultimate importance of understanding the two paths to the transportation revolution? On one level, our comparison comports with James W. Hurst's famous arguments that legal and political institutions led to a "release of energy" that transformed the U.S. economy. 43 The story, though, is more complex than celebrating the democratic and entrepreneur- 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 44. Bogart (2010). ial ethos of the United States while denigrating conservative and aristocratic Great Britain. British chartering policies undoubtedly slowed the pace of the transportation revolution, as the high costs of charters meant that more marginal projects were built slowly and sometimes not at all. While the British economy would have probably benefi ted from a more open chartering policy, Parliament still allowed considerable institutional innovation to take place. The U.S. system's emphasis on decentralization, moreover, produced its own set of problems. States sometimes prevented out-of-state rivals from obtaining charters, thus restraining competition. State competition sometimes encouraged desperate investment in transportation projects-such as the Pennsylvania Mainline Canal-that had little chance for success. The "release of energy" from open chartering policies certainly contributed to the rapid development of the U.S. economy, but the United States still had to grapple with its own institutional shortcomings.
In the United Kingdom the chartering regime had a number of shortcomings, but it was arguably more open than many of the chartering regimes in continental Europe in the early nineteenth century. It was difficult in most societies to form a corporation or organization without close ties to the monarchy. British transport policy had also progressed greatly from the seventeenth century when confl icts between the Crown and Parliament made it difficult to obtain acts and uncertainty in enforcement was substantial. 44 The two paths of the transportation revolution had their own potential pitfalls, but nevertheless allowed each nation to harness a complex mixture of political authority and private capital to jump-start economic development . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  S  N  L 
